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Elizabeth Peters has so firmly established a place in my heart as the Mistress of Mystery that I find it

hard to write a review without sounding over-effusive in my praise! A word of caution: I advise the

Reader to first read at least "The Golden One" and "Lord of the Silent" before reading this;

unfamiliarity with the Emerson clan and their far-flung acquaintances (friendly and not-so) will leave

you dizzy and rather confused with the intricacies of the plot here. But to continue:Following the

tradition of (frustratingly) leaving (tremendously interesting and, one knows, adventure-packed) time

gaps between books, "Children of the Storm" picks up two years after "The Golden One" left off.

The Great War is finally ended, and at last the Emersons may return to their (rarely!) peaceable

archaeological explorations. The entire Emerson clan, now quite large and quite vocal and spanning

three generations, are reunited, with the result being that the Reader feels like he (or she) is

amongst old friends. This is not without some tinges of nostalgia: all our beloved characters, from

the charming Ramses to the inimitable Amelia, are not suspended in time and must grow older,

choosing the paths they will take and ineluctably leaving other paths not taken. The effects are as

realistic as they are bittersweet.As Readers of "The Golden One" will know, Ramses and Nefret

were at the end of that volume expecting a child. This turned out to be a feignt: Ms. Peters has

given the darling couple not one but TWO mischief-makers to keep track of. Two-year-old toddlers

are a challenge anyplace, but in the midst of Egyptology and intrigue provide an especially

frightening prospect.

Before commenting on this novel, let me observe that it would be an unhappy error to begin the 15



book Amelia Peabody series with Children of the Storm. You would have a very hard time keeping

track of all the characters and the mystery's solution would be totally invisible to you before the

solution is revealed. You would probably rate this a one or two star book.My rating assumes that

you have read at least the last 8 novels in the series.The setting and cast of characters are a major

shift from the books in the series set during World War I. With the War to End All Wars having

ended, all of the Emerson clan (and I do mean ALL) come together in Children of the Storm.

Ramses and Nefret are now parents of active two-year-old twins, so the family has also expanded

into a third generation. Those with faulty memories will appreciate the Editor's Note which describes

who all these people are and how they are related.The book opens in Luxor with Cyrus Vandergelt

concerned about how much of his large archeological find involving four princesses will have to be

presented to the Cairo Museum. The Emersons are working on a messy site with seemingly limited

potential which looters and poorly disciplined archeologists have ravaged in the past. M. Lacau from

the Department of Antiquities arrives to inspect the Vandergelt artifacts and mummies. Soon he will

choose what will remain in Egypt. Consternation reigns when "reformed" antiquities thief, Signor

Martinelli, disappears as do several of the best pieces of ancient jewelry. The Emersons vow to

recover the jewelry before M. Lacau discovers it is missing.
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